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Microsoft Hellas leverages the Best of Greek Business practices,  

and complies with Greek eBook requirements with Data Communication 

 

Microsoft Hellas, with 28-year presence in the Greek market, with products and services set 

to have a key impact on the digital modernization of the Greek economy, trusted Data 

Communication’s Dynamics 365 Business Central - InnovEra on Azure, to upgrade the 

existing Microsoft Dynamics NAV installation, and comply with Greek eBook requirements. 

The project aimed at fully optimizing the business processes, through the use of cutting-

edge technology, and a full range of high-quality functions and services tailored to the 

needs of the Greek market. 

Dynamics 365 Business Central - InnovEra on Azure, Greek localized version of Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 Business Central, is developed on and leverages the innovative features of a 

leading, all-in-one Business Management solution, while incorporating rich functionality and 

Best Business Practices necessary for Greek enterprises. Data Communication, a strategic 

partner of Microsoft since 2004, has incorporated in InnovEra add-on its 33-year expertise 

in delivering solutions tailored to Greek accounting and business practices, along with its 

extensive expertise in demanding Microsoft Dynamics implementations.  

The implementation of Dynamics 365 Business Central - InnovEra on Azure at Microsoft Hellas 

was delivered with DC MyData – NAV add-on, a solution responding to the need of flexible 

compliance with the Greek eBook requirements. Embedded in ERP and compatible with all 

Dynamics NAV and Business Central releases, DC MyData –NAV add - on allows a quick to 

implement, easy to use and cost-effective data transmission from the ERP and my MyDATA 

platform (i.e. the digital platform of Public Revenues Authority). 

After the delivery of Dynamics 365 Business Central - InnovEra on Azure integrated solution, 

Microsoft Hellas fully covers its adaption needs. In addition, the company can now: 1) 

leverage the advanced Artificial & Business Intelligence (AI & BI) capabilities of Business 

Central 2) benefit from optimal eBook management via a centralized, unified system 3) 

ensure timely and valid updates in an often-changing tax environment and 4) minimize total 

TCO by saving on infrastructure costs and reducing the hardware and maintenance costs of 

an in-house IT.  

 

 



  

 

 
 

Ioannis Terzakis, Microsoft Sr Finance Manager for Greece, Cyprus, Malta, said about 

this endeavor: 

"I would like to express my appreciation for the Data Communications' team. Through their 

innovative thinking, technology intensity and understanding of our needs, we concluded 

together to the exceptional execution of the project on time and with maximum impact". 

Panagiotis Vassiliadis, President and CEO of Data Communication, said:  

"We are honored by Microsoft Hellas choice of Dynamics 365 Business Central - InnovEra on 

Azure, and Data Communication, to upgrade and support their information system. This 

project represents the culmination of our 16-year successful collaboration with Microsoft”. 

 

About Microsoft 

Microsoft (Nasdaq "MSFT"), founded in 1975, is the world's leading software, services and technology solutions company. All 

Microsoft® products are designed to enhance your personal and business capabilities. Information about Microsoft can be 

found at: http://www.microsoft.com/hellas. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. in the United States 

and / or other countries. Other product and service names are trademarks of their respective companies. The data contained 

in this document are for informational purposes only. 

Αbout Data Communication 

Data Communication S.A. is a leading software development company in Greece and a strategic partner of Microsoft. 

Founded in Athens in 1987, it focuses on delivering Business, Accounting, HRM and Payroll software solutions in a wide 

range of industries, such as Technology, Energy Pharmacy, Services, P&U, Hospitality, Accounting and more. Headquartered 

in Athens, with a regional office in Thessaloniki, Data Communication employs more than 150 experienced professionals, 

dedicated to customer satisfaction. The sales channel is direct, via own Sales Team, and via an authorized network of more 

than 100 qualified partners. 
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Gina Kazani | +30 211 1080 043 | kazani_g@datacomm.gr 
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